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Roasted Ham is a type of ham that is cooked with honey. (more…)
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Ham is a meat that is cured and dried. It is made from the back, belly, or shoulder of a domestic pig. (more…)
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Welcome to WordPress. This is your first post. Edit or delete it, then start writing!
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London


◉

10°Rain Shower
6:16 am7:47 pm BST

Feels like: 7°C
Wind: 23km/h WSW
Humidity: 73%
Pressure: 1008.13mbar
UV index: 2WedThuFriSat
14/12°C
18/11°C
20/11°C
18/8°C


Weather forecast London, United Kingdom ▸


 How Ham Is Made from a Whole Pig — Prime Time

https://youtu.be/YpTX-BDDYW0
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						A note to our visitors
							This website has updated its privacy policy in compliance with changes to European Union data protection law, for all members globally. We’ve also updated our Privacy Policy to give you more information about your rights and responsibilities with respect to your privacy and personal information. Please read this to review the updates about which cookies we use and what information we collect on our site. By continuing to use this site, you are agreeing to our updated privacy policy.
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